Warren's A-34 may be examined at the Harlow Car Botanical Gardens, Harrogate, Yorkshire. Planted May 1971.

Let them tear it up...

Warren’s® A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass Comes Back Faster!

Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass (Poa pratensis), grows vigorously in shade and sun alike. It is proving to be the best all round grass for use on sports-grounds, parks and recreational areas. Its ability to recover quickly from injury makes it ideal for sowing down golf tees and all those areas receiving wear and tear.

Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass will tolerate up to 65% shade when maintained at a two inch cutting height. On open sites it can be mown down to 3/8ths of an inch, still grow vigorously and retain its power to recover quickly. It is the one pure strain of bluegrass seed that will thrive in shade and sun and tolerate a wide range of soil and climatic conditions. It is not necessary to blend A-34 with seed of other species or strains and the best results have been obtained from using it neat at a low seeding rate.

Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass has been under observation by turf grass research departments of leading Universities and other research organizations in the United States and they have all given it a high rating for disease resistance and shade tolerance.

For more particulars on Warren's A-34 Seed phone your inquiry to:

HURST GUNSON COOPER TABER, LTD.
WITHAM, ESSEX—PHONE WITHAM 3451
Exclusive Importer for the U.K.

PETER ADAMS (GARDEN LANDSCAPERS) LTD.,
Granley Gardens, Muswell Hill,
London N10 3AR. Telephone No.: 01-883 5880 and 0821.

A product of Warren’s Turf Nursery, Palos Park, Ill. U.S.A.
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The British Golf Greenkeepers' Association

wishes members, golf clubs, and golfers every happiness at Christmas and throughout the New Year

-------------------

RELFF & KENDALL
OF CROYDON AND BARNET

With pleasure announce that they hold the greatest concentration of lawn mower spares and lawn mower engine spares in the country

ENORMOUS STOCKS OF RANSOMES SPARE PARTS

RANSOMES

Also BRIGGS & STRATTON
VILLIERS, VICTA, J.A.P.
B.S.A., DENNIS, ASPERA

Service Exchange items such as CUTTING CYLINDERS—MAGNETOS

OUR FLEET OF VANS IS OCCUPIED DAILY IN MAINTAINING OUR EXPRESS SPARES DELIVERY SERVICE

Telephone your immediate requirements to

RELFF & KENDALL
406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY, CR2 6XX. Tel (01) 688 0878

11 STATION ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Tel (01) 449 8228

We stock a comprehensive range of domestic and professional machinery. Ask for a demonstration on YOUR ground
The Atco Groundsman.
A cut above other mowers.

The 28" and 34" Groundsman are now available in both electric and kick-starter versions.

The electric version has a 12 volt self-starter, battery and automatic charging system as a standard fitment.

Apart from this and their cutting widths, they share the same features.

To start with, they're both fitted with six heavy duty blades which give 81 cuts per yard—an unusually fine cut for their size.

They can be power driven with the cutters stationary by operating a cutter release clutch.

What's more, either machine may be used with or without the optional standard Atco trailer seat.

Another feature is the tubular handles specially designed for added manoeuvrability when turning.

They can be adjusted quickly to suit individual operator heights by means of an instant clamping lever.

There's a new 'swing over' type glass fibre grass box. It is mounted on tubular steel support arms and its lower section is recessed so it can be used with swivel front rollers.

Then there's a large capacity fuel tank which holds one gallon of petrol.

It takes one professional to recognise another. Is it any wonder then that Atco mowers are used on some of the most famous stretches of turf in this country.

ATCO As famous as the lawns we cut

For full details of Atco mowers write to Charles H. Pugh Ltd., P.O. Box 256, ATCO Works, Birmingham, B9 4PR.
Technical Advantages
All moving parts are made from non-ferrous metals and the main body is constructed from 16-gauge mild steel which is sheradised and then stove enamelled. The top bearing is made of nylon and may easily be replaced, and the plunger is made of brass. The brushes are reversible and easily replaceable and the brush retainers are made of high-quality anodised aluminium. Pressure on the brushes is effected by sorbo-rubber pads which have the advantage of absorbing the contraction and expansion of ice and thereby preventing damage to the container during bad weather.

T. Parker & Sons, the manufacturers of Perfecto Golf Equipment, have pleasure in reporting that their new Perfecto Ball Scrubber has proved to be an outstanding success. Originally the Company had prototypes located on selected sites to ascertain the effects of frost on the Ball Scrubber, and from regular examination of these it was evident that the new design enabled them to withstand the harshest of conditions without the slightest risk of damage. Very favourable reports have been received from the many courses who now use Perfecto Ball Scrubbers and the great tolerance to frost, coupled with the fact that the equipment is constructed entirely from non-rust materials, will undoubtedly ensure its continued success with golf courses throughout the world. The machine will accommodate both English and American size golf balls. It is attractively priced at £7.88 plus P.T. £1.20 and at the present time delivery is immediate.
THE GOLF FOUNDATION closed another successful year with their 1972 A.G.M. in November. Expenditure exceeded income by £2,505 but the Golf Club Manufacturers are stepping up their contribution from 1d. to 1n.p. per shaft, so the immediate future is brighter. The loss, however, meant that coaching remained at a high level all over the British Isles – 1,562 schools in the scheme. But this is only part of the work. Open coaching centres in the summer, a winter scheme for promising youngsters, County Schools' Golf Associations, golf for handicapped children, London Schools Tournament, junior sets of clubs at reduced prices – all these ideas spring from the same source and young golfers follow on willingly.

Writing in Golf International, Peter Allis referred to the accident at Broadstone Golf Club where two greenkeepers were electrocuted while putting up a marker post behind a green, near overhead electricity cables. The important point he made was that the post never touched the wires. The electricity jumped – perhaps as much as 15 feet.

Attending the opening of the new Vallromanas Golf Course, fifteen miles north of Barcelona, we were glad to see the Church brought in to the ceremonies with a prayer, a blessing and some incense. The same thing, less the incense, enhanced the opening of the new Chipping Sodbury Golf course last year.

The celebrations continued with a banquet lasting from 3 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. in the President's mediaeval castle. Chipping Sodbury put on a cold buffet before the opening, so that there was no doubt whether it was luncheon, high tea, or dinner.

Don Antonio Andreu, President of the Spanish Golf Federation, spoke at Vallromanas and said there were more than forty schemes for new courses under way in Spain.

Still room for a few more on the Boston trip; or perhaps some more wives would like to come. A ‘Boston Tee Party’ organised by the New England Superintendents looks promising.

A. Hodgkiss has got his new 9 holes into very good shape at John O'Gaunt. This is one of those brave clubs that started soon after the war when golf was by no means the dead cert it is now. They were therefore well placed to extend recently and all the work was home-produced, except for the hire of a bull-dozer.
The Champion, a hardy Viking blade, originating in Svalof, Sweden, Fylking Smooth Stalked Meadow Grass excels on every count.

- Disease Resistance
- Low Cutting Height Tolerance
- Wear Tolerance
- Rapid Establishment
- Certified Seed Quality
- British Tested

FYLKING SMOOTH STALK MEADOW GRASS

‘FROM QUALITY CONSCIOUS SEED DISTRIBUTORS’
The year of the Redpoll

David C. Hannam, Ilkley Golf Club

At the beginning of 1969, here at Ilkley, we had a peaceful revolution. Perhaps more realistically, a reformation, a renaissance, which today continues with the same fervour as it began. Under a new regime, a start was made on consolidating the course’s reputation as the best in the area.

Although it is a course of low relief physically, the landscape lends itself to the surrounding moors and adjacent highland: this, coupled with a ribbon of rippling river and endless variety of colour, makes ample contribution towards a delightfully stimulating scene.

However, my story deals with trees and our tree-planting activities, here, in picturesque Wharfedale over the last three years. Initially a three-year planting programme was planned and a contract was made with a local arboricultural nursery to supply, stock and advise on species. At the same time club-members should contribute £1 (pound a piece) towards a tree-planting fund so that annual expenditure would not be affected. A healthy amount soon accrued for the afforestation scheme.

Things began in a modest way by the re-locating of indigenous saplings such as Fraxinus, Acer, Crataegus. Then the first bought specimens arrived, a varied selection both in substance and quality, examples being types of Alnus, Sorbus, Quercus, Salix and Prunus. We augmented the expensive imports with Silver Birch, thinnings from a nearby estate ranging from two to eight feet or more. After witnessing three consecutive leaf-bursts, we believe that the trouble taken was well justified.

Care was exercised in the lifting process with the aim of including as much root fibre as possible with the root-ball. Planting progressed as supplies became available and before long selected areas which had recently been open spaces, took on a fresh dimension. Along with the nursery stock came a quantity of planting manure, a compound of dubious makeup, but included in the contract. This appointment came to a fateful end when it was found that the firm concerned had overcharged for trees and sundries.

All trees were staked and tied and rabbit guards fitted where necessary; the stakes obtained from a local sawmill, were ties of the ‘Tom’ variety. A point of interest arose in the rabbit guards. Two designs were employed, one of cylindrical flexible plastic material, cut spirally to facilitate rapid fitting and entire protection. The other was simply a piece of folded polythene sheet with a zip on one side. It arrived in a roll which could be cut to the desired length; a very simple method, less durable than the other, yet useful during the establishment period.

Thus the seeds were sown: the inaugural step taken, and stage one completed. The oncoming season demanded that attentions be directed to other more routine forms of work. In the landscaping of these trees careful thought went into the siting of the plants with respect to shape, type and colour; the ultimate objective was to create not only a break in the empty avenues of fairways but also, in some cases, to govern play in minor ways and, perhaps most important of all, to combine these factors to produce something of aesthetic value.

The task was not a mean one. There is so much space to play with in trying to evolve a well integrated feature while envisaging the shape of things in, say, thirty years hence. An agreement was reached with the Forestry Commission enabling us to take pine trees from a site some thirteen miles from Ilkley. Together with these, as a result of further enquiries, a batch of about 1400 container-grown Larix saplings was secured. During a period between January and March/early April 1971, a total of around 2½ thousand plants were put into fresh locations on Ilkley golf course. If this sounds a paltry figure to anyone, let him come and see the results.

January 1973
The cost cutter

THE FLYMO CONTRACTOR RANGE
High work rate airborne mowers

- High work rate over long periods—without operator fatigue.
- Low running costs. Ideal for golf courses, verges and caravan sites.
- Flymo Contractors have more power and lower fuel consumption.
- Rugged engine with on/off switch. Heavy duty bearings and dual air filter system reduce engine wear.
- Two models, 19” Contractor (19” cut); Contractor 52 (21” cut) with wheeled undercarriage as standard for extra manoeuvrability and easy transport.

The airborne mowers designed for high work load.

Flymo INSTITUTIONAL
Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 4PT
(Watford 41301)
(1) Preparing a load of pines in readiness for transit to Ilkley. (2) Semi-mature tree after arrival on site. Willing hands manoeuvre into position. (3) Entire plant with bolus swung into position over pre-dug hole. The tree structure is able to swing away from trailer platform out into the hole because of a hinge pin which passes through a hole drilled through the tree trunk and attached to arms of the truck frame. (4) Finally, the wrapping is taken off before the tree is planted.

As with the birch trees, the imported pines, consisting of Sylvestris and Contorta varieties, ranged from three to eight feet in height. With experience gained in the previous year, the same techniques were applied to the lifting and re-positioning of the stock. A method was adopted which it was thought would cause least damage to the tree and, at the same time, allow for collecting intact an amount of the valuable fibrous root. It began by three or four people slitting vertically a circle of some one-to-two feet radius, depending on the height, from the plant stem to the depth of a spade.

Having done this, the tree, together with the generous ball of soil, was prised until free to be portable, then lifted on to a trailer. On average, a cart-load of pines would number about forty. Reckon up to 15 or more, six-hour, 26 mile round trips, each with 40 trees, and you begin to grasp the meaning of concerted effort. The larches were transported in two removal-van loads. From this same source were purchased more Betula saplings, plus one thousand Lodgepole Pines intended for nursery stock.

Besides all this tree-planting, other duties, common to golf courses were carried out simultaneously, depending on weather conditions and time available, over the past three seasons. Projects accomplished included a monster drain, remodelling, making new and filling redundant bunkers, enlarging tees, other draining, as well as complete machine overhauls. During the winter period 71/72, considerably fewer trees were put in, mainly because of other commitments, and partly over a noticeable decline in interest from the administrative end of the concern.

In addition to stock purchased out of the funds, there was also a remarkable response from individuals. One quite sizeable gift, comprising Sorbus, Cerasus and Prunus, was employed to break the emptiness beside the short 13th tee. Perhaps the item which attracted most attention and publicity, and required the most sophisticated techniques,
was a 25 feet high Sequoya Sempervirens (Wellingtonia). This donation arrived on the site with all the important growing crown broken off which indicated that, in the event of it ever thriving, it would remain a mere shrub compared to the height an unspoiled example could attain. Bang went our hopes of being able to drive the triples through the hole in its bole in about 1000 years time!

This, now somewhat tired-looking chunk of redwood was supplied and planted by a national independent forestry concern. From the photographs it is possible to get some idea of how the relatively huge structure was moved and positioned. Incidentally, the specimen on the trolley is actually a Fagus Sylvatica (copper), a complimentary expression from the forestry contractor. Strange to relate, the way in which these commercial giants were planted was not dissimilar to our own planting design. Although lacking a custom-built truck, we tailor-dug holes for each individual plant to assist maximum anchorage and avoid root-cramp.

To speak of the spectacular results prevailing from this venture and how we have juggled with the virtual impossible, is mildly embarrassing. To say that there have been no failures would be sheer lies, although I would be correct in stating that the loss-rate is very negligible. Most noticeable is the unwilling way in which the Scots Pines seem to be taking to their new environment. All the other species appear to be re-establishing themselves very well indeed. A ‘breed’ of pine to recommend in view of its apparent ability to withstand moving would be the Contorta variety. Visual signs indicate that it is a vigorous grower, seemingly content in a number of different situations; the growth on the great majority of our plants this year reached or exceeded four inches.

To complement the thousands of utility trees planted in large batches, certain spots were considered ideal for ornamental specimens. This has been approached in a relatively small way but the impression is most favourable. The use of Laburnum at one hole adds delicate refreshment to the cool river aspect facing one in front of the fourth tee. In this

---

### 1972 DRAW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11922 Tickets at 2½p</th>
<th>£298.05</th>
<th>Prizes</th>
<th>£105.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tickets</td>
<td>27.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>11.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>149.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>£298.05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£298.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st  Mr. A. Griffiths  
2nd  Mr. J. Creese  
3rd  Miss K. Pressley  
3rd  Mr. K/J. Wood  
4th  Mr. H. Bennett  
4th  Mr. E. A. Pullen  
4th  Mr. C. W. Thompson  
4th  Mr. A. Moore  
4th  Mr. C. Cox  
4th  Mr. A. Warren
area are also planted two Lilac bushes, still young but sure to provide a better show in successive years. A group of three Golden Weeping Willow (Salix Babylonica) list gently to the breeze midway along the unbroken riverside stretch up to the Fourth, and suggest the interesting possibility of more being introduced at some future date.

The appearance of two large patches of rhododendrons planted in the heights to the rear of our short 15th, promise a colourful prospect for the golfer in years to come. Since these 'rhodies' are products of dense woodland they are naturally drawn in habit and, consequently, the seasons since their installation has been spent adjusting to the comparatively open situation and producing stronger growth. They make a very useful and pleasing break in the one-time grassy escarpment between green and the stand of middle-aged spruce and larch.

One small item worth touching on again is the tree nursery. The stock consists of one thousand Lodgepole Pines, together with a dozen or two spruce, and other odd bits. Bought at one year old, the pines were planted in small plastic bag containers and at present appear to be forging ahead in a healthy condition.

A foreseeable problem arose out of having large blocks of land taken up by closely planted trees: what had been well tended semi-rough, easily mown with quintuple gangs, now became the centre of a new duty, that of mowing between the darn things. At first this tiresome task was undertaken with a Flymo Contractor, the only machine readily available. Necessity, in slow time, led to the acquisition of a Hayter Condor, a tough tool highly suited to the job.

It will not be long before golf courses, especially those situated within urban areas, are among the few patches of open green space left. As our trees increase in size the amenity already created to the benefit of the valley’s wild life population will undoubtedly be enhanced. Already, with the introduction of these miniature conifer and birch forests, two pairs of redpoll have successfully nested – a brave beginning to a brave effort.

When he’s spent all this on equipment he deserves a course fed with

Eclipse

Well fed fairways & trim, smooth greens that make putting a pleasure – that’s what your members want and that’s exactly what Eclipse treatment will provide, whatever the season.

Find out more about Eclipse
Post the coupon today.

Humber Manures
Humber Manures Limited
P.O. Box 27 Stoneferry, Hull HU8 8DQ

Please send me full details of Eclipse products

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
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HEAD GREENKEEPER
required by
Henbury Golf Club, Bristol. Salary approx. £1,500 (negotiable) plus house.
Give details experience, qualifications to:
The Secretary
W. R. Pluck
Henbury Golf Club
Westbury-on-Trym
Bristol BS10 7QB
Telephone 622039

Head Greenkeeper
required for
Championship course. House provided, free heat and light. Wages by negotiation.
Apply to Secretary:
Hunstanton Golf Club
Hunstanton
Norfolk
Telephone Hunstanton 2811

Head Greenkeeper
Fully experienced first-class man required. Salary negotiable from £1750 per annum upwards. All enquiries treated in confidence. Write for application form to
The Secretary
Tankersley Park Golf Club
High Green
Sheffield
S30 4LG

First-class opportunity for
Assistant Greenkeeper
at well-known London parkland course, which is fully mechanised and equipped with automatic watering.
A new self-contained 2-bedroom flat, with all modern services, is available to the applicant, who should be experienced and aged between 25 and 35.
He must be capable of understudying the Head Greenkeeper, with a view to taking full responsibility for the course upon the Head Greenkeeper’s retirement.
Pay will be related to the applicant’s experience.
The Secretary
F. A. West
Wanstead Golf Club
Overton Drive
Wanstead
London E11 2LW

Head Greenkeeper
Required
WILDERNESSE CLUB, SEAL, SEVENOAKS, KENT
18 hole Course. Experience in Course management and staff control essential.
Accommodation – Modern Detached House in Sevenoaks provided.
Applications in writing to the Secretary. (Telephone: Sevenoaks 61199).

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
For Hire. American Sod Cutter Machine with Operator. The professional way for quickness plus even thickness. Write or telephone:- D. Mulligan, 8 Vicarage Green, Edwalton, Nottingham. Telephone:- 234452.
Fairway Maintenance

by
W. N. S. Bisset, Advisory Officer, The Sports Turf Research Institute

Although there is a wide variation in the standard of maintenance on fairways all over the country, management should be guided by the same basic principles to provide the golfer with a fair lie from which to play his next shot. The end product on a fairway should give the golfer a clean firm stance which should be as dry as possible.

There is also a wide variation in natural conditions up and down the country, from seaside links to inland park and moorland, which will obviously necessitate local alterations to the maintenance programme but basically all should be aimed at producing a suitable smooth finish.

Drainage

Problems with drainage are not usually encountered on a seaside links but inland courses on a heavy soil can cause headaches for the committees. With increasing winter play on golf courses, it is essential that conditions are as dry as possible. Traffic damage is emphasised in the winter when the soil is naturally more moist and, therefore, it is desirable to ensure that underlying drainage is as efficient as possible.

This can be achieved by improving existing drainage, including cleaning out of ditches etc. and restoring existing drains. The relatively high cost of a comprehensive tile drainage system often proves a stumbling block but there is no satisfactory substitute, particularly in heavily used areas. In certain types of soil it may be possible to carry out mole drainage as a cheaper, although shorter term, solution. With all types of drainage it is necessary to ensure that a good outlet is available.

Mowing

During the growing season fairway mowing is frequently looked upon as a chore rather than an important part of routine maintenance. As it is normally the most frequent operation carried out on fairway, turf mowing can have a major effect on the finish. On some courses rather severe undulations can lead to skinning by the gang mower on the tops, while the sward is left rather long in the depressions, resulting in an uneven end product. The gentleness of contouring to aid efficient mowing should, therefore, be borne in mind during the construction of new holes or courses.

Mowing of fairways should be carried out as frequently as necessary to maintain a smooth finish at the desired height of cut. The cutting height is generally regarded as ⁴⁄₅ in. on fairways but local variations may occur according to the situation. Seasonal variations are also desirable including raising the height during dry weather and in the autumn and early spring. Tractor speed should be carefully selected according to the conditions on the course and the direction of mowing should be varied where possible to obtain the best results.

To encourage more vigour and upright growth in the sward, harrowing should be carried out. This operation can be carried out at any time when growth is apparent but usually it is a spring operation when growth first appears. The grass is encouraged to produce more tillers thus promoting more upright growth, while removal of dead and decaying material from the base will allow better penetration of nutrients and water to the roots thus improving vigour.

Aeration on fairways is required to improve root action and relieve compaction, both of which will improve growth. Water may be assisted through the top to the drainage system or underlying soil particularly in compacted or fibrous conditions, thus providing a drier, firmer surface.

Spiking should be carried out on several occasions during the autumn/winter/spring period. To obtain maximum penetration the soil should be moist but the surface should be dry enough to take the tractor without serious damage. It should be appreciated that although some surface disturbance is obtained during spiking, the short term damage is
far outweighed by the long term benefits. It should also be appreciated that the effect of these operations is cumulative and, therefore, regular treatment is essential.

To minimise damage the tractor speed should be carefully regulated and improvement of the disrupted surface can be achieved either by lightly chain harrowing or brushing or running over with the gang units set high.

**Weed Control**
Apart from detracting from the appearance of a fairway some weeds can cause a bumpy surface by their mat or cup formation. It is, therefore, necessary to have a weed free sward and control measures should be carried out where applicable using a suitable selective weedkiller. Among weed problems on fairways, daisies and clover are possibly the most prolific and can cause ball finding problems on fairways when they are flowering.

**Worm Control**
Where the worm population is numerous, soft, muddy surfaces are often found. Wear on areas where there is excessive casting can cause thinning out in the sward. In such a situation control measures are desirable and are normally carried out in the spring or autumn period during mild, moist conditions when the worms are active in the surface.

In some cases major improvements in playing conditions have been obtained merely by removing worms.

**Renovation**
To maintain as smooth a surface as possible, renovation work i.e. divot filling, should be carried out using a compost/seed mixture. This work should be done thoroughly in the spring and maintained progressively during the summer months. Particular attention should, of course, be paid to these areas from which an iron is usually played from the fairway to the green.

**Fertilizer and Lime**
These are not usually applied regularly to fairway turf and general symptoms of a lack of nutrients are more frequently seen than the effect of an overdose.

Under British conditions, fairways naturally tend to become more acid and regular maintenance does not alter this fact. A point is then reached where grass growth is weakened and weeds such as sorrel or woodrush become more apparent. Acid turf is also more susceptible to drying out, often only in patches. Liming, therefore, becomes necessary but this should not be done without first having the guidance of a soil test—a service which is available to associate members of the Institute.

If lime is required, it is normally applied in the late autumn or early winter during showery weather conditions. The lime should be applied evenly but, if there are variations within a single fairway, low-lying, lush areas should be avoided.

To minimise the risk of trouble with disease (Ophiobolus patch) following liming, a granular fertiliser should be applied in the spring following the lime dressing. The soil analyses mentioned previously will also reveal any deficiencies of nutrients.

Fertilising of fairways is not usually an annual job but it should be carried out as often as necessary to maintain reasonable growth.

---

**THE CHELWOOD RAKE**
ALL STEEL LIGHT WEIGHT SELF CLEANING
Designed to keep correct depth of sand in bunker, without pulling up stones and soil
Pushes and pulls easily through dry or wet sand
Described by local greenkeepers as the perfect bunker rake
28 in. wide with 18 teeth. Same size and weight as wooden rake
£2.15 Complete with handle 3 Years Guarantee Sent on 14 days approval

CHELWOOD TOOL CO Telephone: THORNBURY 3809
CHELWOOD HOUSE, THORNBURY, BRISTOL

Obtainable from
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS and best wishes to all members of the B.G.G.A. hoping that the Association will continue its strength and progress in 1973.

CARL BRETHERTON

From the Chairman
To all Officers and members of the British Golf Greenkeepers' Association and all readers of the Journal I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy and prosperous New Year.

H. M. WALSH

From Hon. Secretary
To every member of the Association I would like to extend my very best wishes for a Happy Christmas and a Bright and Prosperous New Year.

C. H. DIX

SOUTHERN

By F. W. Ford
Hon. Secretary:
C. A. Moore
(Stanmore)
68 Salcombe Gardens,
Mill Hill, N.W.7.
Tel: 01-959 2847

A MERRY CHRISTMAS and a Happy New Year to Members of the B.G.G.A. everywhere.

November Lecture
A good gathering met at 'The George' and, despite being embarrassingly short of seats once again, I feel that the speaker, Mr. Pat Moran, with his subject of 'Trees' was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

He was so obviously very enthusiastic about his subject that I am sure he would have liked all present to have gone home and planted as many trees as possible on their respective courses. I, personally, couldn't agree more; for apart from replacement planting, there is room for many more trees and shrubs on most golf courses. As wind breaks, trees had been known to reduce 100 mph to 40 mph.

Trees and shrubs recommended for planting were Red Oak, Silver Birch, holly, forsythia, broom etc. In particular, Silver Birch trees were recommended for 'their easy planting and no autumn leaf problems'.

Elm Disease Treatment
— Dry branches which show the slightest infection must be cut back to healthy parts and burnt (change of colour and dying back of leaves).
— Mulch the base surrounds with cow dung or compost, approximately 6in. thick, and water copiously.

— In dry weather conditions i.e., spring and summer, an aerial mist spray would be a great advantage to supplement the moisture in the air.

The meeting closed with a vote of thanks to Mr. Moran with the hope that he would visit the Southern Section again in the near future.

In the Benevolent Fund Draw, which concluded the evening, the Red Oak was won by R. Lance and is firmly established at Surbiton by now, we hope! The bottle of Scotch was won by Jock Rennie. The total proceeds of £9.55 included a £1.00 donation by Jock.

January Lecture
6.30 p.m. Wednesday 3rd January, 1973
This will be the showing of a new film 'The Royal and Ancient Game'. It is not a selling film and it is based on the preparation of St. Andrews for the Walker Cup and the design of a course by Fred Hawtree and quite a bit about the history of the game.

The commentary is given by Fred Hawtree, John Campbell, Links Supervisor at St. Andrews, and Henry Longhurst. There will also be slides of the International Turf Show in America with commentary on the opinions of certain leading Superintendents on the use of Triple Green Mowers.

As this is the premiere of the golf film in our area, Ransomes would like members of the Southern Section to see it before it is generally shown to Golf Clubs.

Light refreshments will be provided and we hope to have with us E. G. Catchpole, Phil Marshall and John Shaw.

New Members
A warm welcome to the following new members:- P. J. L. Fileary and I. F. Wilkins (Temple), J. Cockburn, Mr. R. Smith, W. Maggs, A. H. F. Jiggens, G. R. Young and R. C. Jennings, Class E Members.

NORTH-WEST

Chairman:
R. VICKERS, Leigh Golf Club

Hon. Secretary:
By H.M. Walsh
R. VICKERS, Horrobin Cottage, Old Links Golf Club, Montserrat, Bolton, Lancs.

Annual Trip
It is with the greatest of pleasure I have to report a most successful trip to the International Sports Company Ltd., at Liverpool on November 14th. The sincere thanks of the 28 members who made the journey are due to Mr. Osborne, the works manager who extended to us a very warm welcome indeed, and to Mr. English, the personnel officer for arranging the smooth running of the visit. We appreciated very much the patience and courtesy of the staff in taking us through the various departments of the factory and answering the endless questions put to them, and also the lavish hospitality shown to us, both liquid and solid. Thank you, once again gentlemen, it was something to remember.

Lectures

New Member
We welcome to the Section, C. P. Brown, Esq., Chorlton-cum-Hardy Golf Club, Manchester, and hope his association with the Section will be a happy one.

Autumn Tournament
Our sincere thanks are due to the Captain and Directors of Old Links G.C. Bolton for their kindness in granting us the courtesy of their course and the facilities of the club house and the very warm welcome extended to us by the Captain, Mr. J. Taylor. Our thanks also to

Cut grass and capital outlay.
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Mr. and Mrs. Swinglhurst for the excellent meals provided and to Messrs. Vaughan, Wyatt, Willcock and Barlow for their assistance with the cards and moneys etc. Our most grateful thanks to all prize donors both individual and from the trade. Prizes were presented by the Captain Mr. J. Taylor. Thank you once again.

Prize Winners

Best Gross E. Walsh 113 over 27 holes
Best Nett P. Chapman 106½ over 27 holes
2nd Nett A. Fyles 107½ over 27 holes
3rd Nett M. Sheehan 109 over 27 holes
4th Nett K. Bruckshaw 111 over 27 holes
5th Nett E. Walsh 111½ over 27 holes
6th Nett G. P. Jones 112 over 27 holes
7th Nett K. Holmes 112½ over 27 holes
8th Nett T. Holmes 114 over 27 holes
9th Nett J. Robinson 114½ over 27 holes
10th Nett R. Janorskis 115 over 27 holes
11th Nett G. Hall 115 over 27 holes
12th Nett B. Grigson 115½ over 27 holes
13th Nett R. Lewis 116 over 27 holes
14th Nett A. Leonard 116 over 27 holes
15th Nett W. Sumner 116½ over 27 holes
16th Nett A. Stewart 117 over 27 holes
17th Nett J. Rhodes 118 over 27 holes
18th Nett J. Leonard 119 over 27 holes
19th Nett H. Sumner 120 over 27 holes
20th Nett H. M. Walsh 121 over 27 holes
21st Nett H. McAddy 121½ over 27 holes
22nd Nett G. Leonard 122 over 27 holes
Over 50s A. Fyles 107½ over 27 holes

Visitors
1st Nett N. Walmersby 18 Holes 73
2nd Nett F. Holmes 18 Holes 75 c.p.o.

SHEFFIELD SECTION

Chairman:
G. HERRINGTON
(Lindrick)
Hon, Secretary/Treasurer:
By H. Gillespie
63 Langsett Avenue,
Sheffield S6 4AA

Slater Trophy

The annual match for the Slater Trophy against our friends from the Northern Section was played at Lindrick Golf Club on October 11th, 1972, and in spite of the persistent drizzle the course was in perfect condition, thanks to George Herrington and his staff.

The result of the match was not a pleasant one for us, going down by 6 matches to 4, with 2 halved, and so the trophy was presented to the Northern President, Mr. Mountain, by our own President Mr. Arnold.

Our thanks are due to the Captain and Directors of Lindrick Golf Club for giving us the opportunity to play over the Championship course, also thanks to the Steward and his staff for looking after us so well.

Coach Cup

The Coach Cup was competed for in the morning before the Slater trophy with 24 members taking part in the 9 holes Stableford competition. The winner with 20 points was H. Holmes and Mr. Arnold was second with 19 points.

Release your capital for other uses.
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Cambridge Soil Services Limited
Girton Road, Cambridge
Specialists in Science Based Drainage Tel.76002

January 1973
Lectures
The first of our winter lectures was held at Abbeydale Golf club on October 5th with a talk on fertilisers given by Mr. O. E. Jones of Cannock Fertilisers. The attendance was not up to our usual numbers and we apologise to Mr. Jones for this but the 18 members present listened with interest to the talk.

The November meeting was a demonstration of machinery and equipment by Mr. P. F. Wyatt of Pattissons. This was attended by 42 members.

The January lecture will be on Grass Seeds; the speaker will be Mr. J. Bradbury of Mommenseeg Seeds Ltd; the venue Abbeydale Golf club, January 4th commencing at 2 p.m.

Subscriptions
There are still some subscriptions outstanding and members responsible are requested to attend to this important matter.

New Members
We welcome the following new members to the section and hope their association will be a long and happy one: K. B. Heaney and B. Andrews, both of Wath G.C.; J. Goldthorpe, Hallowes G.C.; D. Turner, Alfreton G.C.; M. Redfern, Chesterfield G.C.; P. Barron, Hillsborough G.C.

Outing
It is proposed to arrange a visit to the Cannock Fertiliser Companies works in Staffordshire. The date is not fixed at the time of writing, but the proposed date is early in March. If you wish to go, your name should be on the list, if it is not, please contact me.

EAST MIDLAND
Chairman: G. DARBY
Hon. Secretary: 4 Queens Drive, Leicester Forest East, Leicester

Annual Dinner Dance
The Annual Dinner/Dance was held at the Empire Hotel, Leicester, on Saturday, 3rd October 1972. Sixty-six attended, and a very enjoyable evening was had by all.

Knock Out Cup
The final of this competition was held at Longcliffe Golf Club, by kind permission of the Captain and Committee. The winner was Mr. W. Woods, Head Greenkeeper of Holliswell by 7 and 6, over Mr. B. Cooper, Vice President, Kibworth Golf Club. The cup was presented to the winner at the Dinner/Dance, together with a tankard, and a tankard was presented to the runner-up.

New Head Greenkeeper
I should like on behalf of the Section to wish Roger Willars success in his new appointment as head greenkeeper of Cosby Golf Club.

Copy of letter received from Mr. M. W. Young
Would you please convey to your President, Chairman and all members, my sincere thanks for the surprise presentation made to me at your recent meeting at Wollaton Park. Though moving to Princes in Kent, a considerable distance away, I should like to remain associated with you. My personal thanks to you for your own efforts and wishing you every success.

NORTH EAST
Chairman: Mr. J. SIMPSON
Hon. Secretary: 55 Brackenfield Road, Framwell Gate Moor, Durham

Sweep Tickets
I congratulate all those members who sold tickets for the sweep. The amount collected was about the same as last year, however you made a good effort and on behalf of the committee I thank you. You may be interested to know that Tom Oliver sold over one hundred books for the section. Well done, Tom!

Greetings
On behalf of the members of the North East Section, may I take this opportunity to wish all

Simplify your bookkeeping.
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FOR FAST GREENS

FIT A GRASS COMB TO YOUR MOWER

STEWART & CO.,
FINE TURF SPECIALISTS
EDINBURGH. EH2 2AY

members of the Association, and the many Golf Clubs and firms who so kindly support us throughout the year, a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

MIDLAND

Chairman: G. Hart
(Gay Hill)

Hon. Secretary: R. Goodwin

4 Burton Old Road, Streethay, Lichfield, Staffs.

1973 Fixtures

Spring Lecture
A lecture will take place in the Club House of the Sutton Coldfield Golf Club, by kind permission of the Captain and Members, on Wednesday 21st February at 2.15 p.m.

Spring Tournament
The Spring Tournament will be over 27 holes at the Edgbaston Golf Club, by kind permission of the Captain and Members, on Tuesday 8th May.

Autumn Tournament
The Autumn Tournament will be held at the Gay Hill Golf Club, by kind permission of the Captain and Members, on Thursday 6th September.

Further details of these events and other fixtures will appear in future editions of the Journal.

RANSOMES

R. C. CRAIG
AND CO. LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF MOWERS
* Agents for: RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD.
* LLOYDS & CO. LTD.
WEBBS LAWN MOWERS
* Distributors: DENNIS BROS. LTD.

GANG MOWERS FOR HIRE

We will gladly call on you to advise on your grass cutting equipment or arrange demonstrations. Ring us now

* 153 Arch Stamford Brook Station, LONDON, W.6.
01-748 5415

Please send full details of Ransomes Leasing Plan

Name
Address

BGG1

Ransomes Leasing Co Ltd., Nacton Road, Ipswich, IP3 9QG
Buyers’ Guide

FERTILISERS/TURF DRESSINGS
SUPATURF PRODUCTS LIMITED
Werrington, Peterborough
Tel: 72470

FLAGS, SIGNS, NETS, SCORE CARDS & EQUIPMENT
ELVIN PENNANTS
34 D’Arcy Way
Tolleshunt D’Arcy, Essex
Brochure on Request

GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
WEB LIMITED
Golf Course Construction Division
230 Tottenham Court Road
London W1P 0BR
Tel: 01–580 7833

SURREY LANDSCAPES (1967) LTD
Oakridge Nursery, Peaslake, Surrey
Dorking 730606
Also at Webb’s Nursery
Hanger Lane, Ealing, W.5
Tel: 01–988 2232

GROUND LEVEL ON/OFF LOADING TRANSPORTERS
EEZION LIMITED
Stanley Works
Amphill Road, Bedford
Tel: Bedford 62341

HORTICULTURAL SANDS FOR GREENS, SANDS FOR BUNKERS
HINCKLEY’S SILICA SANDS LIMITED
Head Office: Sandiron House
Beauchief, Sheffield S7 2RA
Tel: Sheffield 362231

JOSEPH ARNOLD & SONS LIMITED
Billington Road
Leighton Buzzard LU7 8TW
Tel: Leighton Buzzard 2264

GRASS MACHINERY SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS
ETB MOWER SERVICES LIMITED
814 Stratford Road, Shirley
Solihull, Warwicks
Tel: 021–744 3329 and 3295

PAICE & SONS OF FELBRIDGE
East Grinstead, Tel: 24466
Farleigh Hill, Tovil, Maidstone, Tel: 65279
Worthing Road, Horsham, Tel: 4351

W. GRANT CURRIE LIMITED
213 High Street
Epping, Essex
Tel: Epping 3780

MOWER MANUFACTURERS
RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES
Nacton Works
Nacton Road, Ipswich
Tel: Ipswich 72222

PROFESSIONAL MOWERS & SWEEPERS
HORWOOL MANUFACTURING LTD
Lower Bedfords Road
Romford, Essex
Tel: Ingrebourne 42380

ROPES & CORDS
HALS BARTON ROVERY CO LTD
Virginia Works
132 Pennington Street
London E1
Tel: 01–480 7756

SPRAYING CONTRACTORS
AGRICULTURAL CROP SPRAYERS (NOTTM) LTD
Shady Lane
Southwell
Notts
Tel: Southwell 2003

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE JET MARKERS LTD
152 The Arches, Stamford Brook
London W.6
Tel: 01–748 9255

TURF-AIR CONTRACTS
SPECIALIST HIRE RYAN EQUIPMENT
Yew Tree Cottage
Iden Green
Benenden, Kent
Tel: Benenden 768

TURF CONTRACTORS
D. F. SMITH
21 Raymonds Close
Abbots Langley
Watford, Herts
Tel: Kings Langley 63712

ALLAMBY’S TURF NURSERIES
Brandon Golf Course
Holywell Lane
Shadwell
Leeds 17
Tel: Leeds 662470

MOWER & SHEAR GRINDING MACHINES
BLAKESLEY REID LIMITED, Manufacturers of the world’s finest lawnmower and garden shear grinding machines. As used at golf clubs and parks departments throughout the world. 182 LEICESTER ROAD, MOUNT SORREL, LEICESTER, TEL: ROTHLEY 2168
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THE BEST IN GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT

'SUPERCUT' HOLE CUTTER
'FAIRWAY' ROTARY BALL CLEANER
CUPS - FLAGS - STAFFS - NOTICE PLATES
TEE MARKERS AND BINS
GREENKEEPERS' SPECIALITY TOOLS AND MACHINES

Pattisson

THE LARGEST MAKERS OF GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE

H. Pattisson & Co. Ltd.
Stanmore Hill Works, Stanmore, Middx. 01-954 4171
Ransomes' reputation for gang mowers needs no elaboration here, we're among professionals. Two types of gang unit are available, the Sportcutter for a finish perfect for golf courses and parks, and the Magna, where finish is not the prime factor, and grass up to 8' high can be dealt with. These quick-coupling units can be used in gangs of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, to cover a wide application of cutting tasks.

Sportcutter and Magna units can also be built into a mounted 3-unit mower for use with standard tractor 3-point linkage, cutting 7 ft. wide.

Your local distributor has the full story, which he'll be happy to tell you.

Check these features

- NEW heavy rear rolls for even faster, smoother cutting.
- Impact-resistant cutting cylinders.
- Universal framework eliminates build-up of grass cuttings.
- Hardened steel gears for positive drive.
- Quickly removable cylinder for rapid mid-season grinding.
- Width of cut from 2 ft. 6 in. to 20 ft. 6 in.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich.
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Trailed Gang Mowers